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TÁL Editorial: We Support Neil Lennon
Why does Neil Lennon inspire so much hatred
from opposition fans at every ground in Scotland? Why does every kick of the ball, every
tackle, every minor incident, that this particular
Celtic player is involved in, provoke such
fury? Is it, as some in the media have argued,
because he happens to be a particularly robust
midfield player? And what is it about Lennon
in particular that encourages such little sympathy or understanding from the Scottish press when he appears to
be the victim of racial and sectarian abuse from the stands? Is it
because he’s ‘an arrogant wee so-and-so’ as one newspaper hack
described him recently on his BBC Scotland radio phone-in
show? Or does this unprecedented level of bile against one footballer actually reveal a more sinister, darker secret about the
Scottish psyche?
The recent furore over Martin O’Neill’s public show of support
for the player could not in any sense be described as a legitimate
public debate about the nature of the abuse suffered by Lennon. It
has amounted to little more than a demonstration of the political
ignorance of the very same sports press corps that wrings its
hands with anger and indignation about ‘sectarianism’ before and
after every Celtic v rangers match. A press which whilst claiming

to revile the ‘poisonous atmosphere’ of an “Old Firm” game also
appears to revel in it.
In the days following the match it was only Graham Spiers of
The Herald - alone among the Scottish press-pack - who was prepared to offer a defence of Martin O’Neill’s right to speak out
‘against the racial and sectarian abuse’ of one of his players. He
argued that O’Neill should be applauded rather than vilified.
The denial of the true nature and extent of anti-Catholicism in
Scotland culminates in a cover-up in which our politicians,
churchmen, police and press are complicit. It is an institutionalised racism that covers its back by means of a sustained campaign to outlaw the culture and politics of an entire community.
Our songs, our pubs and even our right to describe ourselves as
‘Irish-Scots’ or ‘Scots-Irish’ are denounced as ‘sectarian’ by
every politician & political party in Scotland’s parliament and
local councils, from the far-right to the far-left.
It has long been the contention of this magazine that the use of
the word ‘sectarianism’ in this context is in itself a term employed to deliberately obscure the true nature of the anti-Irish/
anti-Catholic beast that manifests itself at every level of society.
Resistance is necessary because our cultural and political heritage - along with our community’s right to exist - is under attack.

Celtic Supporters Association Official Press Statement
Following an Executive Committee Meeting of the Celtic Supporters Association, we would like to express our full
backing for Martin O’Neill with regards to his factually correct comments concerning sectarian and racist abuse received by both himself and Neil Lennon at the recent Old Firm game at Ibrox.
Whilst others have buried their head in the sand and chose to deny the obvious massive sectarian and racist cancer
within Ibrox Park, we at the Celtic Supporters Association are happy to recognise our responsibilities and we are willing to engage in debate with representatives of the Scottish Executive, Celtic, Rangers, the SFA, UEFA and the European Union if need be in an effort to admit to our failings in Scottish Football and get together to make a serious effort in ridding our game of sectarianism and racism.
In a week where Spanish fans were correctly vilified for the disgraceful racist abuse of England players, once again
the Scottish media, who have a massive role to play, have shown double standards and hypocrisy in their reporting of
the Old Firm game. Imagine if Sven Goran Eriksson had led his coloured players to the away fans at the end of the
game in Madrid? He would have been portrayed as a national hero. Martin O’Neill leads Neil Lennon out of harms way
to salute the Celtic fans in defeat and he is vilified. Only in this country could the victim be seen as the villain.
The time has come for all involved to get round the table and discuss our differences whilst at the same time respecting each other’s traditions. Never before has this happened and that is part of the problem. Whilst accepting
that we are not perfect and recognising that we have issues which we have to deal with on a lesser scale, is there
really a need in the year 2004 for Rangers fans to scream vile sectarian abuse at Irish and/or Catholic players and
fans? If Martin O’Neill and Neil Lennon were coloured, the condemnation of racism would be overwhelming. Why
then is it more acceptable in Scottish society to abuse Irish Catholics than it is to abuse coloured players? We appeal
to the many decent Rangers fans, of which we know there are plenty, to break their silence before the problem escalates any further, something which we would never condone.
Sectarianism is Scotland’s cancer and after the recent events at Ibrox we have reached a watershed in our national
sport. Do we continue to ignore the problem and hope it goes away or do we tackle it head on?
We urge Celtic Football Club to respond to the SFA’s statement and make official our complaint of the sectarian and
racist abuse received by Martin O’Neill and Neil Lennon at Ibrox as the first step.
We also urge all concerned to join us around the table and thrash out a solution to the evils in our game, once and
for all.
Jim Divers
General Secretary of the Celtic Supporters Association
30th November 2004
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Team Talk
with The Holloway Gael
It was perhaps premature of us to
presume after our first humping of
the huns this season that our ascendancy at the top of Scottish football
would continue unabated. November was a bad month for Celtic in
many ways with two defeats to rangers and our continuation in European competition hanging in the
balance. Yet it all looked so promising early on. Juninho had become
our new 'Magnificent 7' and CSKA
Moscow had dumped Rangers out
of the Champions League at the 3rd
qualifying round stage. Everything
in the garden was Shamrocky & all
in all you couldn’t have asked for
much more from the opening weeks
of the new campaign.
There were still a couple of days to
go prior to the CL deadline passing
and the Faithful were hopeful, as I’m
sure was Martin O’Neill, of bringing
in another couple of players if only
to bring the squad up to the
strength it was at before the departures of Larsson, Mjallby, Miller &
Jamie Smith. Unfortunately that didn’t happen & we have paid the price
in Europe at least and unless we
make some headway in terms of
making some new signings
although domestic dominance can be
taken for granted an already daunting challenge (taking points from
Milan & Barca) became an almost
impossible scenario. Made all the
more difficult following the 3 gifts to
Barca & the late (all too familiar) collapse in Milan.

So what are we left with to carry us
through to the re-opening of the
transfer window? Well starting between the sticks Magnus Hedman is
back at Celtic Park following his
loan spell in Italy. In theory, that
should have meant a healthy 3-way
fight for the goalkeeper’s position
involving 3 top class keepers. However, the reality of the situation is
that David Marshall appears to have
lost his own confidence and that of
the manager after a couple of shaky
displays between the posts. With
big Rab more or less out of the
frame altogether, Hedman strolled
back into the number 1 spot and of
course has had the fans hearts in
their mouths ever since. At times
Magnus shows why he
was
Sweden’s
top
keeper over many years
with some magnificent
saves, but he is also
prone to schoolboy errors that suggest that
another goalkeeping crisis is waiting at the next
corner awarded to our
opponents.

two seasons. It was always a given
that big Stan & Bobo were guaranteed their places at the back despite
Varga’s worrying lapses of concentration & Balde’s ever-so-costly
rash moments, especially in Europe
(Seville, Lyon & Brussels to name a
few). Balde in particular does not
look like the player he did, giving
increasingly nervous performances
at the heart of the defence. Joos appears to be recapturing some form
now but whenever he is played out
of position on the left he looks and
performs like a donkey. Jackie
McNamara has been Mr Reliable domestically but he has looked below
par at times in some of our European matches. The Varga-Balde
partnership has creaked it’s way
through the first half of the season
without either player looking fully
fit, although I thought that they both
performed excellently against Barca
in the Nou Camp and in our last
Champion’s League match against
Milan at Celtic Park.
I had hoped that Stephen McManus
would by now have staked his claim
for a first team spot in light of the
lack of cover we have at the back.
He is a player that MON rates highly
& there is no reason why he couldn’t have come in & made a similar
impact to that of Kennedy last term.
Having said that though it seems
that both Scott Cuthbert & Ulrik
Laursen have sneaked ahead of him
as things stand, with both featuring
regularly on the bench, even if not
on the park.

There is no doubt though that our
defensive frailties are apparent to
our opponents and advantage has
been taken of our lack of cover on
the left hand side. Like Joos, Alan
Thompson is no left back and it
showed when he moved back to replace the space left by the substitution of the big fella against Milan.
Ironically that was one of the
In defence things don’t matches that Joos was performing
look nearly as strong as
they did in MON’s first
(continued on page 5)
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unusually well in his least favoured
position, yet Martin favoured the
tactical switch in order to make way
for the lightweight Camara up front.
Our defensive weaknesses are
something that will certainly need to
be looked at come the New Year.
Nowhere was competition for
places likely to be greater than in
midfield & all the more so with
the addition of Brazilian Superstar Juninho, but it still remains
to be seen whether Juninho can
re-convince Martin of his worth
after losing his place. There is no
doubt that Juninho has talent in
abundance but has failed to impress O’Neill after losing his initial spark. Alan Thompson has
been a disappointment since
moving into a central midfield
role and looks a far inferior player to
the one that we have witnessed
playing from the left of midfield. He
is no playmaker from that position
and it shows. Ross Wallace and
Stephen Pearson appear increasingly to be marginal to the manager’s plans and it’s rumoured that
Pearson could move on to another
club in the near future unless he
makes an amazing transformation
between now and the end of the
season.

wear the hoops in recent
years. His ability to go
past players is only
matched by his inability to
deliver consistently good
balls into the box. When
all is said & done though
MON is a big fan of
Didier’s & to be fair his
work rate & willingness to
backtrack is perhaps deserving of greater recognition. He’s made some fantastic last ditch challenges
in some of our games, not
least of all in the game at
the Nou Camp, and it’s his defensive game that has come on leaps
and bounds in the last couple of
seasons. He is probably one of
MON’s first entries on the team
sheet & I don’t see that changing.

Of course, as is the case with Varga
& Balde at the back it is difficult to
imagine the midfield without Lennon
& Petrov in their usual roles & both
will play a huge part in any success
achieved by Celtic this season.
Apart from the now sadly departed
Henrik Larsson, Neil Lennon has
probably been our most consistent
player over the last couple of seasons. He is an unsung hero in this
Celtic side whose contribution in
football terms has often been lost
Pearson may feel he is more worthy amid the controversy that often surof his place in the side on the back rounds him.
of some storming performances last
season which earned him Young Momo Sylla will again
Player of the Year Award. With the feature from the bench
suspensions of players like Thomp- even though no-one
son and Camara, Pearson may yet can quite explain why
get another chance to impress with he gets the nod ahead
a longer run in the team. Its unlikely of other young players.
that changes will be made anywhere Maybe it’s because he
else in order to incorporate Juninho was an early signing of
Martin’s and the maninto the side.
ager is still hoping to be
From a spectator point of view it is reminded as to why on
fair to say that Agathe has to be one earth he signed Momo
of the most frustrating players to in the first place?

And what can be said about Aiden
McGeady? Our newest Irish International although spending most of
his time keeping the bench warm
has been a revelation when he has
been let off the leash. He is potentially one of the best talents in years
to emerge at Celtic Park. If we were
angry at the loss of Liam Miller to
Man United last season, there’d be
riots on London Road were we to
lose this rising star. His performance against Milan was just fantastic and it was the ultimate compliment to such a young player that
when Milan realised the talent that
they were up against he was surrounded by 3 of Europe’s best defenders whenever he got the ball. It
was both impressive to watch him
shake them off and illuminating to
hear his more experienced teammates scream at other Celts to
‘give the ball to Aiden’.
Up front big John Hartson has
risen to the challenge of being
the front man in a Celticv team
without Henrik. The big Welshman has been magnificent this
season, often playing alone upfront and still producing the
goals. He is another unsung
hero of this Celtic team & I sincerely hope that Big Bad John
gets the contract he is after
and stays with us for at least a
couple more years. Chris Sutton has been less impressive but he
can still be a formidable player, although I prefer to see him play upfront than as an auxiliary defender
or midfielder. His weakness in midfield was exposed when he moved
into that area against Milan. I also
thought that he was lacking against
rangers in the league match at
Ibrox. His sending off was an inexplicable moment of handball madness which perhaps betrayed a lack
of appetite for the cut and thrust of
the derby match.
(continued on page 6)
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Marching Season Puts Short Strand Under Siege
Here is the report I made of my visit to Short
Strand last summer which first appeared on
www.troopsoutmovement.com

Meanwhile Henri Camara has been
less than impressive since joining
us in an expensive loan deal from
Wolves. He is still seeking to establish himself at the club, but based
on his performances so far, it won’t
be easy for him. So far he has managed to find the net in the SPL on a
number of occasions but it is in the
CL where a couple of goals fro him
would have been more than welcome and he has not looked like a
player of any real quality at that
level. Based on what we’ve seen of
him so far I don’t think that many
Celtic supporters would be sorry to
see Camara depart Celtic Park earlier than expected. Worst luck is
that his loan period is probably copper-fastened as Wolves look to have
stitched us up good and proper.
What a pity that with Camara looking like a donkey and after his impressive pre-season performances,
Craig Beattie picked up an injury
which ruled him out for most of this
firs half of the season. The good
news however is that Shaun Maloney is on the way back and I
would certainly fancy Shaun to establish himself if given a chance to
combine with Hartson upfront.
The board have to part with the necessary funds for Martin to
strengthen the team when the transfer window re-opens. There are
whole areas of the current side that
need fresh blood, but with us out of
Europe for another season and the
lack of funds provided at the start of
this campaign I will be amazed if the
suits are prepared to back our manager and splash the cash.
Slan agus Tiocfaidh Ar La,
Holloway Gael.
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The marching season in the north of Ireland is
the time where the most painful sores are
opened and emotions are heightened both sides
of the sectarian divide. It was against this backdrop that I visited the Short Strand area of east
Belfast for the weekend of the July 12th Orange
Orders celebration of the victory of King Billy in
1690.
The first thing that struck me as I entered the
area was the lack of flags and emblems which
were only too evident on the loyalist heartlands
of east Belfast that completely surround 'the
Strand'. In the Newtownards Road, Albert Bridge
Road, Cluan Place there were union and Ulster
flags flying from what seemed to be every lamppost. I was to learn later that the nationalist community had long since removed their flags in an
effort to defuse the situation.
Down on the junction with Newtownards Road is
St. Matthews Church which was busy on Saturday evening for the first mass for the faithful and
was starting to fill up when I entered its grounds.
I was curious to discover where the loud music I
had heard was coming from as it had recently
become louder.
Through a gap in the iron wall that was erected
to protect the church from sectarian attack I
could see some wasteland where some young
men of the district were building a bonfire for the
Protestant celebration of the 11th night. Next to
an abandoned house was a huge speaker which
was facing the Catholic Church. Of course the
music was anti-catholic and sectarian.
The picture was becoming clearer.
Through the night the music played. Amazingly it
was fairly varied, from Irish ballads (with the
words changed) to 60’s pop songs and I chuckled aloud when “Love Is In The Air” played. Even
bigots occasionally display a sense of humour.
By the morning the bonfire was huge and pictures of Sinn Féin's president Gerry Adams,
Bairbre de Brún MEP and local councillor Joe
O’Donnell were attached and facing us ready to
be symbolically burned at midnight.
The music once again rose in volume as people
started arriving for mass at midday.
In the evening I strolled around the estate to get
a feel for the atmosphere and to witness what
the locals have to live through. An old lady on
Strand Walk said hello and showed me some
bullet holes in the iron wall erected to prevent
the regular attacks made by the local paramilitaries.
Sadly some houses were empty, as the previous
occupiers had suffered enough. It was clear that
those who had somewhere else to go for the
weekend had done so, but there was still a feeling of neighbourliness that only this siege like
existence can bring.
There were independent and international monitors throughout the estate and of course on the
other side of the divide who would later make
their reports. The local community of Short
Strand had their own people at strategic points it
seemed, mainly, to ensure the good behaviour
of the younger people and on more than one
occasion they asked me to move out of view of
the loyalists congregating at the bottom of Bryson Street next to the area where their festivities
were already under way, so as not to inflame or
provoke them.
At 10.00pm the first bonfire was lit at the top end
of Bryson Street across the 'peace line' in Thistle
Court. It was a strange feeling watching from the
nationalist side where the children had decorated the huge gates, which closed Madrid
Street and divides the community, with a picture

of how they imagine the other end of their street
now looks. This picture bears the legend “Love
Thy Neighbour” though I imagine it’s hard for
them to do so when they see the flames of triumphalism rising behind it!
For the next two hours the area was fairly quiet
but there was an air of expectancy before the
lighting of the big one and the burning of Gerry,
Bairbre and Joe at midnight. There were some
reports I wasn’t able to confirm of some missiles
being thrown from Cluan Place into the Clandeboye Gardens part of the estate. Finally the big
fire was lit at midnight and apart from what
sounded like a volley of automatic gunfire the
night passed peacefully. Maybe the full day
ahead of marching sent many to an early bed.
Next morning there were two Orange marches
due through the area. This was to be the most
contentious part of the weekend; the first at
07.30am was the local lodges so I took up position on Albert Bridge Road.
Whilst waiting there I saw busloads of bandsmen
making their way into the area for the bigger
march an hour later but what was obvious was
that some of the apparently 'local' loyal people
were here for no other reason than to intimidate
Catholics.
The smaller parade passed quickly without incident, just some smirks from the marchers who
seemed to enjoy the chance to exert their supremacy. We moved to the other side of the estate for the later and larger parade which had
members of lodges from much further afield including England and Scotland which was accompanied by large groups of clearly inebriated
people with their carrier bags full of refreshments
for their July 12th celebrations.
These people accompanied the temperance and
total abstinence lodges in a laughable display of
unity against a backdrop of paramilitary flags.
Later BBC coverage of the marches which
joined from other parts of Belfast and paraded
through the city centre made much of the family
nature of the occasion and the protestant ethic
of moderation.
Maybe some of the famous brethren, Donaldson
et al, would have been surprised to see some of
his beer swilling supporters, young and old alike,
shouting vitriolic sectarian slogans and making
obscene gestures towards us whilst the sash
bowler wearers chests bulged with pride, but I
doubt it.
Propaganda is a powerful thing and one can
only see things clearly through one's own eyes.
Before this weekend Short Strand was little more
than a name to me, but now I feel that the position its residents find themselves in, epitomises
all that is wrong in the north of Ireland.
Despite the hatred directed towards them, the
people here want peace and nothing more than
the right for their children to have the same freedoms and rights as the children over the walls.
I will always remember the generosity and amity
of the people of Short Strand. Their spirit and
resolve remain strong and I wish them peace
and ultimately, happiness and freedom.
By Daithi O

Burberry Cap & Sash His Father Wore

TRUE
COLOURS
Here’s an article by Graeme Spiers from The Herald’s sports diary
that takes up the points raised by
the absurd statement and actions
of The Rangers Supporters Trust
in the aftermath of the Glasgow
derby match in November.

THAT MEDIA RELEASE FROM
THE RANGERS SUPPORTERS TRUST
“Supporters Trust positively identifies
true culprits from Celtic shame game”

ONE of the hilarious controversies of
recent days has concerned the rather
unusual business of the Rangers Supporters Trust (RST) – a pressure
group of supporters I ordinarily admire – and their hiring of a lip-reader
to smoke out Celtic's Neil Lennon.

‘Following distorted and unbalanced accounts of events at Ibrox on
Saturday 20th November, and after receiving numerous complaints
from Rangers supporters concerning the conduct of Martin O’Neill and
Neil Lennon, the Trust has secured the services of an independent lipreading expert to analyse the comments clearly shouted at home fans
at the end of the match.

You may sense something slightly daft ‘Regrettably, our worst fears have been confirmed, as the lady congoing on here, and I fear you might be cerned, who is often called as an expert witness as a forensic lipreader
right.
in the English courts, has confirmed that Neil Lennon clearly shouted
There's been more than a few verbal the phrase “Orange B******s!” at the home support, as well as other
rammies going on recently involving
abuse directed towards the Rangers bench.
Rangers, Celtic and the bigotry debate. And, alas, wherever there is the ‘At a time when both The Scottish Executive, and the media seem deOld Firm and controversy these days, termined to stamp out religious bigotry from Scottish society, the fact
poor Lennon is never far away.
that such a high profile Celtic player shouted such obscenities at the
home fans at the end of an eventful match, after other colleagues had
The context of the RST and their lipreader is a mite peculiar. You may re- also lost their discipline, and particularly in full view of a large live
television audience certainly warrants further investigation.
call the dog's abuse – racial, sectarian, whatever you wish to call it –
‘The Trust finds it difficult to understand why this incident, witnessed
which Lennon received at Ibrox reby so many people at the game, and even more on television, has been
cently. You might also recall Martin
ignored by the media and now believes that an investigation by the
O'Neill's arm-around-the-shoulder
treatment of Lennon as the two of
Police, possible reference to the Procurator Fiscal, certainly an unthem left the field following Rangers'
equivocal condemnation from Nil by Mouth, an investigation by the
2-0 win.
Press Complaints Commission into unbalanced reporting of the whole
affair, a charge by the SFA of bringing the game into disrepute, and,
Personally, I watched Lennon enter
the Ibrox tunnel with O'Neill very care- most importantly, a full apology from the culprit are all appropriate
actions following such misconduct.’
fully that day. I did say to him in Barcelona the following week that I feared
he had abused my own cherished Re- two words, allegedly, were "orange
had people who had been busy bellowformed tradition with some sort of ver- bastards".
ing their abuse for 90 minutes sudbal outburst aimed at some Rangers
denly turning into wounded balletI presume I don't need to refer any
supporters as he left the pitch.
neutrals to the hilarious, Pythonesque critics at the dreadful rudeness – yes,
Well, the RST decided to take matters quality of all this. Just for a moment,
rudeness! – of these footballers.
into their own hands. They wanted to
picture the scene of that seething enIt's the sort of script which someone
know precisely what Lennon shouted
closure near the Ibrox tunnel. The bile, like John Cleese would have a field
at Ibrox, and duly hired their profesthe sheer venom and opprobrium be- day with.
sional lip-reader.
ing showered upon a player like LenI must say, personally, I am convinced
The result is quite shocking. The lipnon would make most civilised human Lennon shouted those dreadful, despireader decreed that Lennon quite
beings balk.
cable words. Imagine him sullying a
clearly shouted three words towards
Yet football supporters are the masters beautiful atmosphere like that. I just
the progressive, ecumenical denizens of two-tier morality. When Lennon,
hope he wasn't looking up at the press
of the Ibrox east enclosure. And these foolishly, decided to retort, why, you
box and at me at the time.
tal 7

Hear No Evil, See No Evil, Speak No Evil...
mealy mouthed comments in Scottish newspapers, nothing of any
If you had been at Celtic Park last substance was actually reported.
season on the occasion of the last To rejoice in the death and displacement of millions of people
meeting of the season between
Celtic and rangers you would have through the failure of the potato
seen just how much work still has crop, means that there are no
depths to which these characters
to be done in combating racism
will not sink. Imagine if thousands
and sectarianism in this country.
The Rangers support is a disgrace, of people were to turn up at Ibrox
wearing gas masks if they play an
an anachronism whose filth and
venom contaminates anyone unfor- Israeli team in the CL qualifiers?
The parallels are exact and nothing
tunate to come within its range.
During the game it was clear, that can be said to detract from the
comparison.
like the London hotels of yesteryear, Rangers and their 'fans' still
want to enforce their own particular So given the fact that neither the
brand of racial and religious apart- footballing nor the political powers
that be, are prepared to do or say
heid.
anything, just exactly what can we
With their tossing of potatoes onto do? Well, first and foremost we
must continue to destroy them on
the pitch, the Rangers support
the field. Nothing corrodes the soul
reached an all time low even by
their own despicable standards. If of the white supremacist more than
defeat on the pitch.
one Celtic fan extending his arms
and miming a crashed aeroplane
In that game Neil Lennon was suinto the Twin Towers a few years
ago merited rightful condemnation, perb as he bullied and forced the
huns into defeat. He singlewhat then do such gestures dehandedly took control of the midserve?
field and provided the platform from
which a deserved victory was fiNothing clearly. Apart from a few

by Martin O

Celts Against Sectarianism

nally secured. Nothing gives me
greater pleasure than watching Neil
Lennon rise above the vitriol and
poison and put the scum in their
place. Despite repeated provocation, Neil refused to be either intimidated or conned by cowardly opponents.
Rangers supporters hate Lennon
with a vengeance and it is clear
that their hatred for Neil goes
way beyond the normal antagonism that opposing fans have for
one individual player. With Neil
Lennon their bile is pathological
and is so intense that you feel
that you could cut it with a knife.
I'll never forget the first time that
Neil Lennon set foot on the park at
Ibrox. Here was somebody that
was by and large a peripheral figure in the Premiership, largely unknown to the vast majority of SPL
fans. Yet even before he kicked a
ball, a mythology had been allowed
to spring up and depict him as Satan incarnate. When he picked up a
pass for the first time at Ibrox, the
noise will live me forever. From
three of the four stands, there
arose a torrent of abuse which in
terms of volume and intensity I had
never heard before and since. Men,
women and children were united in
their detestation of that one man
who had never done any harm to
them except have the misfortune to
be a catholic from Northern Ireland
who happens to play for Celtic.
As they stood as one with their
faces contorted with rage, anger
and madness I really worried about
Neil's personal safety. It was clear
to me that there were some in that
stadium, who given the chance,
would do him serious damage without the blink of an eyelid.

We Support Neil Lennon
8 tal

Since that day Neil Lennon has
been subjected to the sort of physical, mental and psychological
abuse that no ordinary person
should have to take. Issued with
death threats he abandoned playing for 'his' country, then was

promptly labelled a coward for
'giving in' to the thugs by the
very person who failed to support him in his hour of need. Attacked in the streets of Glasgow, dragged out of his car and
beaten by two middle class students, and so it went on..

Celtic Fans
Against
Sectarianism

And what of the media and
Neil Lennon? Well their take
was very much like the High
Court Judge who decreed that
like the young lassie with the
mini-skirt deserved to be
raped as she was 'inviting' unwanted attentions upon herself, Neil Lennon was his own
worse enemy.
We were informed that Lennon
was not the victim of sectarian
hatred but rather he brought the
attention of opposing fans due
to his 'physical approach". Then
there was the bizarre theory that
Lennon got abuse because he
had dyed hair! Neil Lennon was
to blame for everything that had
befallen him or so they would
have us believe.
The reason why Neil Lennon
gets the opprobrium that he
does is very simple.
He is a catholic from Northern
Ireland who happens to play for
a very successful Celtic side. It
also happens to destroy the theory that Anton Rogan who also
hailed from Northern Ireland did
not get the same treatment. Anton Rogan was a joke player in a
joke team who Rangers crushed
without any difficulty. They weren't being gracious, they just saw
Celtic as an irrelevance at that
time which they undoubtedly
were. There is nothing more a triumphalist likes than to see weak
enemies, they don't want real
challenges as that requires courage.
Neil Lennon is the Rangers' supporters worst nightmare; the ‘taig’
with attitude. Here is one croppie
that won't lie down. Whereas hapless, hopeless Anton earned their
laughs and appreciation, Lennon
gets dog's abuse because he is a

low 'professionals' thinking
"Okay, it has to be a tim, but
there is no way that Lennon is
getting my vote"
So much for the Irish and what
then of the Blacks?
Bobo Balde is big, black and
hard. When he picks up the ball
against Rangers the monkey
sounds start up. Racism may
have been largely eliminated
from the game. Not however at
Ibrox, the one place in Britain
which seems trapped in a time
warp oscillating between 1640
plantation Ulster and Queen Victoria's Empire where the sun
never set. Black people are not
welcome unless they can serve
their masters in some capacity.

The signing of Marvin Andrews
and Boumsong would seem to
suggest that Rangers have no
problems with black players.
However, I would beg to differ.
The management and directors
might not have but large sections
of their supporters do. Black
players and Catholics are at
Ibrox on sufferance, in a state of
constant probation if you will.
Rangers have not changed for the
winner. He understands the hun
mentality and in it is his entire fibre simple reason that they cannot
change, it is not in their nature and
to drive himself against them with
all the energy he has as he showed even if the will existed they would
find it impossible to change.
that Saturday.
It's worth pointing out too that Neil
Lennon took a pay cut to come to
Celtic when the market was still
buoyant. In my honest opinion, Neil
Lennon has been the one consistently excellent player for Celtic this
year. Despite having been understandably transfixed by Henrik
Larsson in his last season with the
club, there was no doubt in my
mind that Neil Lennon had not just
been our best player but the best
player in Scotland last season by
some way. It came as no surprise
to me to learn that Neil Lennon was
not awarded the players award
such is the deeply ingrained hatred
towards him. Because of the nature
of the championship victory, it
clearly had to be a Celtic player.

David Murray and his club are
held hostage by the vast majority of its fans who hold
views which belong to another era. Frankly, Murray is
quite happy for this situation
to continue as long as the
money flows in. A French philosopher once said that the
Prussian State was 'like a
state within an army rather
than an army within a state".
One could apply a similar
comparison between Rangers
football club and its fans. "A
football club within a bigoted,
sectarian organization rather
than a bigoted, sectarian organization within a football
One can imagine some of Neil's fel- club".
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How Low Can They Go?
By Talman
One of the most distasteful activities of rangers fans in recent
times has to be their ‘Big Jock
Knew” campaign. This is a reference to the Celtic Boys Club child
abuse case. The contention of
the huns is that Celtic’s legendary European Cup winning manager was complicit in this scandal
because they claim that he knew
what was going on at the boys
club and turned a blind eye to it.
Evidence would suggest that not
only is this untrue, but in fact
when Stein did find out that allegations were being made against
boys club officials he took matters into his own hands and ran
the alleged offenders out of
Parkhead. This, however, has not
prevented some rangers fans
from mounting a sick campaign
that includes posters and T-shirts
bearing Stein’s image alongside
the slogan ‘Big Jock Knew’.

sorship and adverts from, the
Trophy Centre which is partowned by the man who was convicted of the sexual abuse.
When you consider the fact that
the very name of any rebel music
bands and their gigs are refused
advertising space in any official
Celtic publications, isn't it an
outrage that the company partowned by a convicted paedophile
who ruined the lives of many
Not content with mainyoung kids that passed through
taining
their
present
the Boys Club is still welcome at
level of hatred against
Celtic Park?

all things Celtic, some
It was revealed during the trial
rangers supporters have
that Jock Stein had physically
embarked on a vile camconfronted one of the alleged
paign to besmirch the
abusers when allegations were
reported to him. It was said that name of one of Celtic’s
greatest legends, Jock
he physically battered the pervert and ran him off the premises Stein.
warning him never to return to
Celtic Park. After Stein's departure from the club however the
man was allowed to return to a
position with the Boys Club.

put the fear of God into him and
end the matter.

Stein was wrong, but there certainly appeared to be no intention on his part for the abuse to
The thinking is that there was
be allowed to continue or to be
more than one abuser at work
and that in order for it the abuse repeated later. Far from it. In
to have continued over so many fact, it would appear that Big
Jock's continued presence at the
years they covered for each
club acted as a deterrent to the
other. The original allegations
abusers. It was only with Stein's
were made against two officials
in the Boys Club but the charges departure that Torbett was once
against the other were dropped again able to gain access to the
club and it's youth structures.
This vile campaign was organised due to insufficient evidence. A
number of the boys that were
through the internet forums of
certain hunzines yet not a word abused who are now grown men This isn't the first time that TAL
about it was printed in any of the and who years later are still suf- has written about this case. In
fact we were the only Celtic pubnewspapers? For a press that are fering the psychological effects
lication at the time, official or
of
the
abuse
were
said
to
be
too
only too willing to devour any
unofficial, to make any serious
traumatised by the ordeal and
bad news about the “Old Firm”
comment or analysis about what
refused
to
appear
in
court
for
as they like to call it, their sihappened in the Celtic Boys
fear
of
being
further
stigmatised.
lence was deafening.
Club.
The
issue
about
what
Jock
Stein
Make no mistake, the sexual
The folk at certain scumzines
abuse at Celtic Boys Club was an did or did not know is immaterial. Even in the 1970's there was also know this to be the case, but
outrageous abuse of trust and
prefer to pursue a somewhat sick
those responsible for it deserve less understanding of sexual
fantasy of their own that appears
abuse
generally
in
society.
Stein
maximum punishment for their
to revel in the abuse of children
probably
thought
that
giving
Torcrimes. What's worse is that
while at the same time purportbett
a
good
doin'
and
running
him
Celtic are still prepared to do
ing to be against it.
business with, and accept spon- off the premises was enough to
For people that claim to be exposing hypocrisy' and in pursuit
of the 'truth', there's a distinct
lack of understanding, sympathy
for, or empathy with, the victims
of such abuse. In fact, the pleasure that they seem to derive
from their sad little campaign is
quite weird and perverse in itself.
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My First Time…

My first OF game in the Jungle kicked off and most of it was a
By Spuds
The date is fixed in my memory,
October 27th 1979. My first Old
Firm game in the Jungle.
I had been in the Jungle a few
times before where the atmosphere was something else, but
this was to be the big one for
me. We were playing rangers.
The excitement started for me as
soon as I woke up on the Saturday morning as we had planned
to go up on the early train and
have a full day at Celtic Park. We
had decided to try and be the
first people into the stadium that
day and soak in the atmosphere
from the beginning. As we arrived at Celtic Park it was obvious that other people had the
same idea as a small group of
people were waiting also.
The gates opened at 1pm and in
we went. It had already been decided that we would stand at our
usual bit of the Jungle beside
number 8 exit just to the left of
the half way line. We sprinted
round and got there and other
people joined us in different
parts of the Jungle. As we looked
at the rangers end we saw that
some of their fans were in as
well and so we began singing
songs at each other but not with
any real volume. The crowd grew
and grew as time went on and
the volume got louder and louder
until it was near kick off time
and the Jungle was swaying and
moving all over the place with
the noise unbelievable. Just before kick off Arthur Montford arrived on the gantry above to be
greeted by a friendly chorus from
us all informing him he was a
w**ker.

bit of a blur as I was only small
and all I could do was stand on
my tip-toes and peer through
spaces in the crowd to see the
game. Half time came and it was
still 0-0 and we took a rest to get
prepared for the second half of
more singing and hopefully a victory. As the second half wore on
it looked more and more like a 00 draw and for me what would
have been a disappointing end to
a great day. Then in 79 minutes
all that changed. A corner for
Celtic was floated beyond the
back post, big Roddie MacDonald
leapt high in the air and put the
ball back across goal and into the
far corner. 1-0. I had never
known anything like this before.
It seemed as if everyone who was
behind me wanted to get to the
front and near the players on the
pitch. We went down 20 steps in
seconds carried by the crush.
People were falling and getting
pulled back up and all the time
cheering and laughing. It took a
couple of minutes to return to
the way it had been before the
goal and amazingly we were all
back in the same places we had
been standing in. If I had thought
that it had been loud before this
I was in for a shock. We turned
the volume up even more and for
the last 10 minutes we really let
the rangers fans know who was
winning.

At the final whistle everyone was
singing and hugging and laughing
and we left Celtic Park in a great
mood. We went back in a supporters bus as it was always
dodgy going home on the train
after a rangers game, nothings
changed, and the party atmosphere continued on the bus.
Looking back it was an event I
wont forget especially the passion and the noise that came
from the Jungle that day. Even
Then came the moment we had though I now sit 30 yards to the
been waiting for. 3pm. The game right of number 8 I cant help but

think how much atmosphere we
have lost since the demise of the
Jungle. The closeness that all the
fans had is gone and we all sit
like battery hens now just waiting for a goal to spark us off. To
me no game will ever match up
to my first Old Firm game in the
Jungle.
tal
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Brøndby Fans St.Pauli Celtic Supporters Club
Against Racism History repeats it- later the- by now- leg- isational points pre-

The start of this season for the official supporters organisation of Brøndby IF who
play in the Danish first league kicked off
with an anti-racism campaign. The members of the fan club (more than 10,000 in
total) decided to react on recent racist incidents in the stadium and in Danish football
in general.
The campaign consists of four elements:
* 1,000 T-Shirts with the
"Brøndby Fans Mod Racisme!"

message

* 20,000 flyers to be distributed to the fans
* The website www.fansmodracisme.dk is
online and features a declaration against
racism as well as statements from players.
* Articles in fanzines
In their declaration "Brøndby Fans Against
Racism" state, "Fan culture is built on mutual respect for each others' diversities and
team spirit. This unity must be maintained
and developed further. Therefore, we must
ensure that racism is not allowed to create
division among the fans."
"As Brøndby fans, we care about club colours - NOT about skin colours."
The campaign is a reaction to the recruitment of football fans by the Danish Front,
a right-wing political organisation. The
Danish Front has succeeded in entering the
stands of other Danish clubs, not only at
Brøndby. Groups of fascists started racist
chanting against other teams' black players and have also been engaged in writing
racist and xenophobic comments in fan
forums on clubs' websites.
"I’m 100 % against racism – not just
when it comes to football, but in general. Appearances don’t impact how
you are as a person. It’s something
that I would prefer to get rid of in football as soon as possible!"

endary doubledecker bus tour organised by the St.
Pauli Fanshop took
place for the first
time and merchandising was also manufactured including TShirts and scarfs.
And most recently a
“Celtic Brigade St.
Pauli” fridge magnet
was auctioned by
Ebay. Subtitle for it:
“The Rebel's Choice”.
Unfortunately in recent years the joint
activities have become rare. There are
no organised club activities to speak of
Through articles in
the St.Pauli- Fanzine anymore- but that is
set to change. New
“Millerntor Roar”
supporters club acmore St.Pauli fans
got a taste for Celtic tivists have got down
to the task of
and a type of Celtic
Supporters Club was “reactivating” the
established. In 1995,
the Celtic enthusiasm CSC motivated by the
trips to Stuttgart and
was even pushed
more when the guys Sevilla, and on March
the 21st 15 members
came to North Gerbrought St.Pauli CSC
many for their sumback to life with an
mer training camp,
inaugural meeting.
including a game at
Discussions over
the Millerntor Stacontents and organdium. Another year
self - at least to a certain extent. Already
by the start of the
90's, some FC St.
Pauli supporters had
discovered their love
for Celtic and travelled for the first time
to “Paradise”. Soon
contact was created
with the makers of
the Fanzine “Not the
View” and “T.A.L.”,
and with it a friendship which was established not only for
football reasons but
above all on philosophical grounds.

I hope this photo doesn’t come back to haunt me

Morten Wieghorst
Brøndby IF & Ex-Celt
Members of "Brøndby Fans Against Racism" attended the recent matches between
Celtic and Hibs & the Celtic v AC Milan
Champions League match. Hopefully the
lads enjoyed their trip to
Glasgow and will be back
again in the near future
to renew the friendships
they’ve made through
TAL.
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Of all the people to meet in Cuba…
Chic had to bump into TÁL’s ‘Man in Havana’

ceding the founding
of the CSC took place
in a Yahoo group and
in a (private) area of
the St.Pauli forum before. Both sources of
information will be
utilized in the future
and are open for use
to all members and
(for the time being)
interested nonmembers. At the moment 36 St.Pauli/
Celtic supporters are
registered.
A positive effect that
is becoming apparent
is the exchange of information. E.g. in order to purchase tickets or flights. At the
inaugural meeting it
was decided to create a banner so the
fan-club can be presented in the stadium. Badges, poloshirts and sweaters
will also be manufactured. In addition
there is talk of purchasing a digital sky
decoder to be able to
watch Celtic games
together. The St.Pauli
bar “Jolly Roger”
could be one place
where games could
be shown.
All that is expensive,
and these costs are
already included in
the yearly membership fee of 36 Euro.
For autumn a tour to
Glasgow is planned.
We hope that Celtic
FC will accept St.
Pauli CSC as an official fan-club which is
generally open to
everyone - whether
St.Pauli supporter or
not.

Why is Scottish fitba in such wretched health?

current crisis. 'Traffic
means kids can't play on
Some critics have said that the
the
streets.
Parents won't let them
By Duleep Allirajah
Scottish Football Association (SFA) go to the parks which have not yet
was wrong to appoint a foreign
been concreted over. Teachers
'When I took over, Scottish footcoach. It is true that, while the
don't see it as their job to run the
ball was knackered. It was on its
Scots have forgotten how to play
school team and the cycle of delast legs', said Berti Vogts shortly
football, some of them still know cline seems never-ending', laments
before he was sacked as Scotland
how to manage. But whoever takes Scottish Nationalist MSP Kenny
manager.
over from Berti Vogts will face a
McAskill. But the decline of street
thankless task, because the play- football is not just a Scottish phePerhaps the most remarkable
achievement of Herr McVogts' ill- ers at the new manager's disposal nomenon. You rarely see small
are simply not good enough.
boys, jumpers for goalposts, playfated tenure was to leave the
Would
David
Moyes
or
Graeme
ing football on the streets of EngScottish team even more knackSouness risk irreparable damage to land, but, through youth acadered than when he took over in
emies and centres of excellence,
February 2002. The Scotland team, their reputations by managing a
bunch of no-hopers? I can't see it
talented young players are emergcurrently sixty-eighth in the FIFA
myself.
Gordon
Strachan
is
curing. Scottish clubs have estabworld rankings, is now the undisrently
'in
between
jobs'
but
it
relished academies but these are
puted laughing stock of British
mains
to
be
seen
whether
he
is
still in their infancy.
football.
prepared to trade the comfy Match
The plight of Scottish football has of the Day sofa for the privilege of Perhaps there is a simpler explanation. I've long held the suspilong been the source of much soul- being gobbed on by the Tartan
Army.
cion - admittedly unsupported by
searching north of the Hadrian's
any evidence - that ever since the
Wall and considerable mirth in
Invariably, the influx of foreign
coal mines, steel mills, and shipEngland (we know the sweaties
players
has
been
blamed
for
stiyards closed down, the Scots have
were cheering when Maradona
fling
the
development
of
homesimply gone soft. In one of the
scored with his hand in 1986 and
we haven't forgotten). But, putting grown Scottish talent. If you watch many inquests into the demise of
an Old Firm game these days you Scottish football that I've seen, the
schadenfreude to one side for a
could count the number of Scottish writer bemoaned the absence of
moment, why is Scottish fitba in
players on one hand. But blaming indoor football facilities. Similarly,
such wretched health?
foreign imports is a lazy excuse.
a recent SFA review of youth footThe plight of Scottish football has English clubs also rely heavily on
ball stated that 'Scotland's
long been the source of much soul- overseas players but are still capa- weather, geography and declining
ble of developing talented home- population have had the combined
searching north of the Hadrian's
grown players.
Wall and considerable mirth in
effect of fewer young players beEngland (we know the sweaties
ing involved'.
Scottish kids wouldn't have been
were cheering when Maradona
deterred by a little frostbite in the Indoor facilities? The weather?
scored with his hand in 1986 and
Football's universal appeal lies
we haven't forgotten). But, putting past
precisely in the fact that you don't
schadenfreude to one side for a
The financially impoverished proneed expensive facilities to play
moment, why is Scottish fitba in
fessional league system in Scotthe game. Did the likes of 'Dixie'
such wretched health?
land has also been blamed. It is
Deans, Denis Law or Jim Baxter
The English professional game has true that the Scottish Premier
develop their skills at indoor faciliLeague is about as competitive as
always relied on a steady flow of
ties? Of course they didn't. Scota North Korean election and that,
Scottish talent south of the bortish kids wouldn't have been deder. Every successful English team outside the Old Firm, Scottish
terred by a little frostbite in the
clubs are struggling financially.
would have once had Scottish
past. They would have quite happlayers at their core. Where would But lack of money ought to propily kicked a ball around in subthe all-conquering Liverpool teams vide an incentive for developing
zero temperatures for hours on
of the 1970s and 80s been without homegrown talent. If clubs have
end. If young Scots today don't
opted to spend their meagre reKenny Dalglish, Alan Hansen, or
play football because it's too cold
sources on third-rate ScandinaviGraeme Souness? But times have
there is only one conclusion to be
ans instead of investing in youth
changed. Now there are just a
drawn: Scotland has become a nadevelopment, that's their own
handful of Scots holding down
tion of big Jessies.
fault.
regular first-team places at PreThe article above does not reflect
miership clubs. Manchester
Some commentators have pointed the views of TAL but we though it
United's Darren Fletcher has capto the demise of street football in would be of interest to our readers.
tained Scotland but is still only a
Scotland as the root cause of the
www.spiked-online.com
fringe player at Old Trafford.
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All-Ireland
Setanta Cup

Murdering Bigot Due For Release

ferred to Long Kesh prison in the north
of Ireland in November 1997 after applying for a transfer under the terms of
the GFA. In Mo Mowlam's haste to
The FAI and the IFA, the governing bodgrant concessions to the PUP-UVF as
ies for football in the 26 and 6 counties,
part of the peace process she forgot to
have announced details of the newly
check whether the 'uncle' that Jason
formed All-Ireland competition, to be
Campbell had named in his transfer
known as the Setanta Cup, which will take
application was genuinely a relative.
place for the first time next April.
As it turned out, he wasn't. The worryThe top six teams in Ireland, three from
ing thing is this transfer could have
each side of the border, will enter and congone through if Donald Dewar had not
test a trophy with a prize fund of €1.3m
blocked it after a public outcry. Glasover four years. The top two teams in each
gow MP George Galloway described
league and the two domestic cup winners Campbell is an unrepentant killer who him as an evil cut-throat. Whilst Scotwill also compete in a move that has been is due to be let out onto the streets
tish nationalist MP Roseanna Cunningwelcomed across Ireland.
where potentially he poses exactly the ham slammed the transfer decision
staying “the bottom line is that CampEach game will be played on a home-and- same risk to Celtic supporters and
away basis in two groups of three teams, Catholics that he always did. There is bell is a thug who was jailed for a brutal and repugnant murder with no motithe Setanta Cup will be given extensive nothing to stop him moving back to
vation other than senseless bigotry”.
live television coverage on the sponsor’s Bridgeton – indeed he will be welsatellite station, and will come down to a comed back as a hero by the many
Campbell’s family is steeped in loyaldecider between the winners of each loyalist bigots that live there to carry
out further attacks on some other un- ism. His father Colin and uncle William
group.
There was an all-Ireland competition, the fortunate Celtic fan returning from the were convicted of a Glasgow pub
Blaxnit Cup, held in the 1960s and 1970s game. You may think the police could bombing in 1979. William or “Big Bill”
but violence and the political situation in stop it but they have not stopped over was described in the UVF magazine
Combat as a volunteer and was said to
Ireland saw it abandoned in 1979. With the 50 attacks in the Bridgeton are since
be the commanding officer of the UVF
this
incident
including
a
copycat
attack
likelihood of teams such as Linfield and
in Scotland before his arrest in 1979.
on
Sean
O’Connor
by
Thomas
LongGlentoran visiting Dublin or Cork, trouble
He moved to Lisburn after his release
staff.
Sean
was
lucky
to
survive
the
is always a possibility for the new compein 1988 and died in January 1997.
attack
as
Longstaff
was
clearly
trying
tition.
to murder him in exactly the same way
This new incentive will raise much needed that Campbell had murdered Mark
The question remains should Campcash for clubs and it is also hoped that it Scott. He slashed the Irish student’s
bell be able to move back to his old
will draw large crowds to games.
throat narrowly missing a main artery. hunting ground and be given the opportunity to potentially kill someone
We'll just have to wait and see what the It was only the prompt action of the
else. He is rumoured to still hold the
outcome will be and how long it will con- ambulance crew that saved Sean’s
same strong views that led him to murtinue for. Maybe not for too long if it is life. Longstaff, a childhood friend of
also accompanied by an upsurge in hooli- Campbell's, was jailed for 10 years for der Mark. He has shown no remorse
for killing Mark, and is said to regard
attempted murder.
gan violence.
Mark as just another Fenian who
However, the potential success of such a Campbell’s case has shown
did not deserve to live anyway.
competition bodes well for the future of the many faces of sectarianOne of his arguments has been
Irish soccer and perhaps might bring closer ism. He was defended by
he was only intending to injure his
the day when a united 32 County Ireland Donald Findlay QC, who
victim and was unlucky but this
fields an all-Ireland team in the World himself was kicked out of
was not an unfortunate attack it
Cup.
was premeditated and he went
Ibrox a couple of years later
out with a weapon and the sole
after being caught on video
By Rob C.
intention of using it against a
singing
Celtic
fan returning from the game,
sectarian
songs
at
Meanwhile, back at the strip show...
an end of season who should not have been in his territory as he put it.
rangers bash ironically, on the
I’m only here for the game
very same day that Hopefully no family will ever have to go
Can we have a refund please?
Now gonnae get aff me!
through what marks family have gone
another young
That man’s got no willy
through and in time people like Jason
Celtic
fan
Thomas
I love you
Mary Doll!
Campbell will learn there is never any
McFadden was
murdered by big- justification for these attacks no matter
how their families brought them up and
ots. Findlay has
what sectarian thoughts and beliefs
defended many
loyalists and their were drummed into them.
families.
Jason Campbell
By Greenock-CSC
was nearly trans16 tal

Jason Campbell is due for release
soon from his sentence for slashing
the throat of Mark Scott, an injury from
which he subsequently died. Mark
Scott's only crime was to be a Celtic
fan walking through Bridgeton that
fateful day in October 1995 after going
to watch his beloved Celtic. Campbell
thought that it was ‘just another wee
taig in a Celtic scarf’ that he had
slashed, but as it turned out Mark was
a 15 year old Protestant schoolboy
who happened to support Celtic.

Celtic-St Pauli

belted it out at the top of their lungs!

2004 Party DVD Gary's acoustic set was excellent and
Reviewed by RT10 everything that we have come to know
Saturday 7th February 2004 - Hamburg, Germany. A
very special event
is about to take
place which will be
recorded live and preserved forever on
this excellent DVD. Organised by the
Fanladen of FC St Pauli, and with Gary
Og and Shebeen of Glasgow as the
main attractions, this was always going
to be one hell of a party. Also to bring
a taste of St Pauli to the night, German
band, the Drangduwels were also lined
up to perform. The setting was an old
slaughterhouse transformed into
a venue with a bar - Knust - where ska
concerts are often held and St Pauli
fans get to see some Celtic games live
on Satellite TV.
With the sell out crowd packed in, the
first act to get the night going was Gary
Og. The first song of Gary's 7 songs
was "Sunday Bloody Sunday", followed
by "Back Home In Derry". You could
tell immediately that the assembled
audience was excited and ready for a
great night because the German crowd
sang along with every word. With Tricolours, Celtic tops and scarves everywhere you could have been forgiven
for thinking this night was being held
somewhere in Scotland or Ireland.
There are many familiar faces of St
Pauli fans in the crowd that TAL'sters
will recognise from meetings in Glasgow and also from our European adventures. Decked out in Celtic and St
Pauli scarves and flags, you can see
how much St Pauli and Celtic fans
value their friendship!
Gary's set may be milder than Shebeen's but he is always a great opener
for the other bands waiting in the
wings. 'Willie and Danny' was followed
by a fantastic version of Bob Marley's
"Redemption Song" - a song also
about the struggle for freedom. Gary
alerted the crowd to the fact that
the song was a little bit different from
what he had been singing - and with a
wry smile added that he was singing
the song for himself anyway. "Irish Soldier Laddie" was next with the St Pauli
fans helping with the backing vocals!
With the beer flowing, the crowd
were jumping around enthusiastically.
The party was in full swing. 'Say Hello
to the Provos' was greeted with a great
roar and the crowd raised there arms
and fists into the air for 'The Fields of
Athenry', at the same time the crowd

and love about Gary's music. His
songs are always sung with great feeling and passion. Gary Og's Finale was
the classic song 'Something Inside So
Strong', a song adopted by Republicans and which seems to epitomise
the feelings and thoughts of Republicans towards the conflict in Ireland.
The song was dedicated to Michael
Dickson, a republican prisoner incarcerated in a German prison for attempting to blow up a British Army barracks in Germany. Dixie has been supported and helped tremendously by the
fans of FC St Pauli while he languishes
in a cell in a foreign country. Some of
the proceeds from this party were being put aside for Dixie in order to help
his partner and young son visit him
while he is in a German prison.
Before German band Du Drangduwels
were introduced party organiser Sven
thanked the crowd for their attendance
and to the people who had made there
way to the party from such places as
Glasgow, Dublin, Birmingham, Frankfurt, Berlin and Stuttgart. Du Drangduwels, a band from northern Germany
who sing in the old northern German
slang called "plattdütsch". They played
3 songs, 'Piratenleed', Liekedeelerleed'
and 'FC St Pauli'. With a penny whistle
and accordion amongst their instruments the style of their songs, if not
the dialect, sounded distinctly Irish.
The crowd enjoyed their set so much
that it started off a bit of mad dancing.
Their final song 'St Pauli' sending the
crowd into raptures!

anthem. The crowd also started a few
of there own Celtic/St Pauli songs, with
the band playing a baseline for them.
Let The People Sing and This Land Is
Your Land followed with the fans partying in the background. The band, in
their own inimitable style, were making
this a night to remember! Shebeen
dedicated ‘Viva La Quinte Brigada’ to
the anti-fascist fans of Celtic FC and
FC St Pauli. The shouts of I.R.A rang
out as the band break into ‘Go on
home’.
The following two songs; Celtic Symphony & You'll Never Walk Alone were
song by Shebeen and fans alike passionately then Shebeen signalled that
the national anthem Amhran na bhFiann would be the last song of the
night, and ended what had been fantastic night had by one and all.
This really is a fantastic DVD with excellent sound and picture quality. It is
easily the best and most professionally
produced DVD of its type that I have
come across. It also happens to contain some of the best performances of
Irish rebel music that you are likely to
come across. More than an hour of
great Rebel music, St Pauli and Celtic
songs – it’s a must for all Celtic and St
Pauli fans everywhere. With a percentage of the proceeds going to a worthy
cause - to help the republican prisoner
in a German jail, Michael 'Dixie' Dickson, who also happens to have been
one of TAL's biggest supporters over
the years - it makes it all the more essential that you buy this brilliant DVD.

The final act of the night were Shebeen. With their huge stage presence,
plus their loud and lively manner, they
were the perfect end to the night. She- The DVD costs €20 euros (£15)
and includes postage,:
been started there set of with "Boys of
the Old Brigade" with ‘We Shall Not Be
St Pauli Fanladen,
Moved’ and a ditty to Henrik Larsson
Brigittenstr. 3,
plus Sean South of Gary Owen
20359 Hamburg, Germany.
also incorporated into the medley. By
this point the sold out crowd were in And for those of you who want to
experience this atmosphere for
fine voice and spirits.
yourselves
The Irish Tricolour, Celtic flags, St they’re doing it
Pauli skull and cross bones and the all over again
Ikurrina (Basque flag) were flying to on Saturday,
make the party an even more colourful 5th
February
event. ‘The Sam Song’ and ‘Auf Wied- 2005 – this
ersehen To Crossmaglen’ were duly time with Spirit
played, then Celtic classics ‘Over and Of
Freedom
Over’ which was dedicated to all us and two GerCeltic fans who descended upon man
bands.
Sevilla for the Uefa Cup Final 2003, Book
your
and Hail Hail with the crowd and She- flights
and
been in unison belting out the Celtic tickets now!
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TAL Book Review
Corporate Lessons to learn from across the Atlantic

The Selling Of The Green
By Harvey Araton & Filip Bondy
(published by Harper Collins)
‘The Celtics also happen to be one of the
most despised franchises in all of professional sports. To many the white shamrock on a green background is a symbol
of entrenched power, of imperiousness,
of status quo. “To me,” said black New
York filmmaker Spike Lee, “the Celtics
represent white supremacy.”
The above quote from the book’s introduction perhaps best demonstrates the racial &
political agenda of its authors, Araton &
Bondy. Questions of race permeate The
Selling of the Green – The Financial Rise
& Moral Decline of the Boston Celtics.
The authors’ argument however become
much weaker and their agenda more apparent when they approach the subject of the
Celtic’s greatest ever player Larry Bird
whose talent and success they just can't
properly fathom because they have very
little concept of class over race...

pursuit of talented ‘white’ players reflect
community interests or self-interest? Are
their attitudes merely a product of the Boston Celtic’s Irish community roots or are
they, as the authors suggest, a reflection of
a deeper-seated and more widespread racism within that community and among
white people in general?
Personally, I don’t think that the authors
make a convincing case for the latter but
they certainly provide some evidence of
the former: of racist attitudes at boardroom
level; and they include the anecdotal evidence of former black players at Celtics,
detailing their feelings of isolation and
alienation whilst at the club. Questions remain, however, as to whether the Celtics
are a team for all of Boston, or a team that
represents the sporting hopes of one particular community in the city.

“Henderson, Maxwell, White and McAdoo,
four black former Celtics, were all anxious
to reveal the biased administrative and
economic practices of the Celtics that damaged their careers and reputations. In Boston’s black community, leaders, average
Larry Bird was from the kind of back- citizens, and a former gang member exground that some might refer to as 'poor plained how they felt detached from and
white trash’. Bird’s humble roots say much abandoned by the Celtics…”
about why he achieved against the odds in
the sport of basketball - yet the authors still The topic covered by Selling of the Green
manage to conclude only that he repre- that will be of most interest to supporters
sented the 'great white hope' of the institu- of Celtic FC is the ever-increasing corporation that is the Boston Celtics. They even tism of the Boston Celtics and the parallels
argue that regardless of how good Bird with the commercial ambitions and develmay have been, he was never really as opment of our own club since the era of
good as the best black player of the same Fergus McCann. Boston Celtic’s increasera - Magic Johnson. They are probably ing pursuit of the dollar and its increasing
right in that assertion but was it really nec- distance from the community that spawned
essary to tar Bird with the brush of the Cel- the team throws up comparisons and certics bosses in order to make the relatively tain similarities with the way that commerminor point that a black player was better cial interests have taken precedence over
than him? It is, if your starting point is a the interests of fans and community at
racial one. In this important respect – by Celtic FC/PLC.
failing to objectively evaluate his basket- In this, the book’s strongest section, the
ball career and by largely dismissing the authors pull no punches with regard to the
poor (white) working class background of way that big business and greed for money
Larry Bird as a factor in his sporting affects major sporting institutions like the
achievement – the authors demonstrate Boston Celtics.
their bias. Despite these failings, however,
“As the Celtics exerted their manifest desthe story of Larry Bird’s achievements
tiny, they often treated players as shop
against the odds are hard to hide and his
workers or turncoats. They moulded their
story, even as told in this book, is one of its
racial composition to whatever the market
most compelling chapters.
would bear. They did what they wanted
There can be little argument against the because there was nobody to stop them.”
authors’ contention that racism is instituIt’s fair to say that not only did the powers
tionalised at a corporate level within the
that be at the Celtics dominate and exert
Boston Celtics but time and again they
power over the every aspect of the club
miss the points about the role that class
from the top players to the lowest members
politics play in it all. Does the club chiefs’
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of staff, they also did the same in the national basketball league, the NBA. In the
USA American Football, Hockey and Basketball leagues are corporations in their
own right and the clubs are mere franchise
concerns of these big business corporations. To the parent body, the big corporation, it matters not a jot where the franchise club is located. The clubs, the fans,
the history belong to the corporation and
not necessarily to any community, town or
city. Clubs can be uprooted and moved
from one end of the country to the other at
the whim of a new owner of the
‘franchise’. The League is the over-arching
business and the club’s are its franchises
with TV money and merchandising being
the most important source of income. The
economic influence of the fan that pays in
to watch the game is vastly reduced in favour of a system of shareholders, only the
largest of whom can actually exert any real
influence in the decision making process.
Profit becomes as great an incentive as the
competition between the various clubs.
Remind you of anything?
There are those within European football
and indeed at the head of our own club
whose model for the next stage in development towards a European League is based
on the example of the NBA and the NFL.
The idea is that the league and its
‘franchise’ clubs take precedence over the
fans and the communities that are the very
lifeblood of the sport. Club’s like our own
are being prepared in advance for such a
move. Supporters groups are alienated and
disenfranchised, share issues generate cash
for the transformation and social cleansing
that has to take place, whilst at the same
time creating the illusory democracy necessary to take a proportion of the original
supporters base with the club to ‘the next
stage’.
Reviewed by TALMAN

Hope and History
Making Peace In Ireland
By Gerry Adams
Published by Brandon
www.brandonbooks.com

political wing of the IRA." He puts the
1988 Gibraltar assassinations of three
IRA members squarely at the feet of
Margaret Thatcher. And while he excoriates Thatcher, he embraces Nelson
Mandela ("the greatest political leader
of our time"), Steve Biko, Bishop Desmond Tutu, Rosa Parks and Ho Chi
Min as mentors and heroes.

The Good Friday Agreement is at the
book's heart and there are many main
players, including John Hume, Irish
Prime Ministers Albert Reynolds and
Bertie Ahern, Tony Blair and, most
prominently, Bill Clinton. Adams takes
us step-by-step through the tense negotiations, which culminated in the
signing of the Good Friday Agreement
in 1998. Aside from going over the history, he details the negotiations - including detail about tactical political
maneuvering by the various parties.
He also includes humorous anecdotes
like saying to David Trimble in the toilet how they must stop meeting like
this and being told by a red faced
Born in Belfast in 1948, Adams has
Trimble to “Grow Up” and how during
spent his entire life in the nationalist
the Good Friday agreement negotiamovement and immediately states that tions, the Sinn Féin representatives
he was never a member of the IRA; he went out of their way to be extra nice
similarly denies that Sinn Féin is "the
to the unionist representatives, who
The unique inside story of one of the
most controversial public figures, Gerry
Adams here reveals the truth behind
the headlines of how the peace process was begun and how it was brought
to fruition. Looking at covert talks between Republicans and the British government, the Irish-American role and
meetings in the White House, the
emergence of dissidents within the Republican movement, the breakdown of
the first IRA cessation and the final
negotiations, this is perhaps the single
most important book yet to be published on the question of Ireland.

Paddy Rooney
Sealadaigh Abu
After his initial introduction to a public audience via the TAL Nights
in Glasgow and a subsequently busy career
playing pubs, clubs and
benefit functions, Paddy
Rooney has finally released his debut CD, Sealadaigh Abu. Having Known Paddy for a few years
I didn’t get the pleasure to hear him sing until
about a year ago when I saw him live in Tully’s
Motherwell after the first old firm game of the season, He kept the party atmosphere alive with
many old songs and some new ballads.
His debut CD Sealadaigh Abu is filled with many
great songs including an excellent cover of Bob
Marley’s Redemption Song. The CD has been put
together with the help of Padraig Mor, formerly of
Saoirse on the bass. There are plenty of medleys;
from Boys of the Old Brigade and the Broad Black
Brimmer to Christy Moore’s legendary song Lisdoonvarna, which also includes a new Celtic
verse and continues into a fine rendition of Over
& Over. The CD also includes one of the most

wouldn't speak to them, always holding open doors, smiling, saying hello,
and being generally nice to them that
the unionists eventually complained.
This book is suspenseful, biased, subversive, blunt and often funny, it will
open eyes as to how this master politician thinks and operates. A must read
in my opinion.

Reviewed by Ciarraí Bhoy

moving poems written by Bobby Sands in the hblocks, Sad Song For Susan. Paddy has been
singing the song since the start of his musical career and his version is definitely one not to be
missed. Paddy also includes the song, Hiroshima
Nagasaki Russian Roulette, which remembers the
damage caused by nuclear weapons, the radiation left behind and the millions killed in Hiroshima and Nagasaki at the end of World War 2.
The CD’s tracks are: Back Home in Derry, Belfast
Brigade, Boys Of The Old Brigade-Broad Black
Brimmer, Farewell To Bellaghy, Hiroshima Nagasaki Russian Roulette, Lisdoonvarna-Over &
Over, North & South Of The River, Ordinary Man,
Redemption Song, Sad Song For Susan, Scapegoats, Sean South/Roll Of Honour.
The CD is well worth £10 and with Paddy pledging
the proceeds to Cairde Na hEireann, not only are
you getting music worth listening to, but you’re
also making a contribution to a worthy cause (see
page 23 for details of how to buy the CD from
TAL). Hopefully this is the start of things to come
from Paddy and we can look forward to bigger
and better things from him as he shows all the
signs over the past year of a great musician and
his influences have certainly paid off.
Reviewed by Cairde
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The Hunger Strike as a tool of proBy David Beresford test and a weapon of the oppressed is
further contextualised by Beresford's
Harper/Collins
references to it. He cites the early Irish
ISBN 0 586 06533 4 medieval history when it was a part of
Imprisonment has al- the civil code-the Senchus Mor, and
ways been another took two forms: Troscat-fasting against
weapon in the ar- a person, and Cealachan-achieving
moury of the British justice by starvation. Beresford also
presence in Ireland. refers to fact that Ghandi went on 17
Throughout the history of the struggle hunger strikes to achieve the political
for national liberation, Republicans goals he desired, and to break the will
have been interned, jailed on the word of the British, and that Terence
of paid perjurers, touts and spies, been McSwinney, Frank Stagg, Michael
at the mercy of a sectarian police force Gaughan and many other Republicans
and an army of occupation, hung out to had all been on hunger strike in the
dry by Diplock courts, and subjected to same century, but prior to the embar'British Justice'. A phrase which has kation of the 1980/81 Fasts.
Given the subject material of the
come to mean 'no justice at all' the
book,
it is a highly emotive work,
world over.
stacked
with references to the wider
The period of the mid 1970s -1980s
struggle
on
the outside of the prisons,
saw the prisons in the north of Ireland
and
the
efforts
to highlight and internabecome another front in the struggle,
tionalise
the
prisoners
just demands
and the Republican prisoners were the
are
focused
on
in
detail.
The roles of
soldiers fighting the battle on the front
the
H-Block/Armagh
Committee,
of Jim
line. The attempts by the British to
Gibney
and
Gerry
Adams,
of
Owen
criminalise the struggle saw RepubliCarron
and
all
the
relatives
and
comcan POWs embark on a resistance
rades
of
the
prisoners,
are
well
docuprogramme which quickly escalated,
due to British intransigence; from Blan- mented in this book. The book is parket protest to no-wash protest and later ticularly useful for anyone studying
Sinn Fein's embracing of politics in the
to the Hunger Strikes.
Beresford's book covers the two modern era, and the sacrifices which
Hunger Strikes of 1980/81 in great de- created the impetus for the successes,
tail. Not coming from a Republican which Sinn Fein now enjoys in elecbackground, and not having any overt tions.
It’s difficult to pick any holes in this
Republican sympathies, you would
work.
Its not an academic work-no bad
perhaps expect the book to take a prothing
says
I! If there are any flaws, perBritish analysis. Thankfully, Beresford
haps
it
doesin the middle- get a bit
manages to avoid that. He tells it obbogged
down
when discussing the
jectively, but no less compassionately.
ICJP's
involvement
and the multiTen Men Dead is a well put tostranded
negotiations
at that stage of
gether piece. Through the use of the
the
Fast.
'comms'-the cigarette paper thin comBeresford does seem to drop the
munications that were used to convey
ball
a bit in that section of the book. I
messages from the Blocks to the Realso
felt that he could have focused a
publican Movement on the outside of
bit
more
on the role of the women
the prison camp, Beresford manages
POWs
in
Armagh
jail as well.
to achieve an almost fly on the wall
Having
said
that
though, it is still a
style of narrative.
fine
piece
of
journalism.
Very useful for
He intersperses the text with stanzas
anyone
wanting
to
get
an
insight with
from the poem by W.B.Yeats - 'The
regard
to
the
detailed
and
enduring
Kings Threshold' - a poem about an
story
of
the
1980/81
Hunger
Strikes
in
ordinary man who goes on hunger
the
Long
Kesh
prison,
and
an
understrike to right a wrong that had been
done to him by a monarch. The poem standing of the courage and bravery of
adds to the understanding of exactly the Volunteers who took part in it.
Reviewed by MacIlhatton
what the prisoners who embarked on

'TEN MEN DEAD'

the Fast were going through, the
strength that they required to find
from within themselves and from
each other, in order to combat the
might and brutality of the crown.
Beresford's fictional - but based
on fact - 'day in the life of' a prisoner
with which he ends each chapter, further enhances the 'being there' nature of his book.
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We would ask you to send New
Year greetings for 2005, cards
and messages of support to all of
the prisoners on the list below .

Republican POW List
Castlerea Prison,
Castlerea, Co. Roscommon
Kevin Walsh
Pearse McAuley
Michael O’Neill
Gerry Sheehy
Sean Kind
Michael Nugent
Walter Nagle
Kieran Kiely
Portlaoise Prison,
Portlaoise, Co. Laois
Niall Binead
Kenneth O’Donohue

Germany
Michael Dickson,
JVA Oldenburg
Cloppenburg
Str. 400, 26133
Oldenburg
Germany.

USA
Ciaran Ferry
PO Box 16700,
Jefferson County Jail,
Golden
Colorado 80402-6700
USA

Maghaberry Prison, Roe
The excellent film drama - H3 - about House, Old Road, Ballinderry
Upper, Lisburn, BT28 2PT
the prison struggle and the hunger
strikes, written by two former republican
Co. Antrim.
prisoners, is available to buy from TAL
for £16.50 (including p&p). Please make
cheques payable to ‘CSC’ and send to:

Patrick Leonard
Michael Rogan

TAL Books, BM Box 266,
London, WC1N 3XX

Remainder of prisoners cases
are still under appeal .

Republican Flute Band Websites
Vol. Sean McIlvenná RFB
The VSMRFB website is dedicated to the
memory of Seán
“Maxie” McIlvenná
after whom the band
is proudly named.
The site contains
more detailed information about Seán and
the band. The ‘Maxie’ RFB have just commemorated the 20th Anniversary of Séan’s
death with a march and benefit night in
Glasgow.
The primary purpose of the band and its
website is to dispel the most common and
fabricated myths about the struggle for a
united Ireland being about internecine sectarian warfare. The republican struggle is
a political one, led by a movement that rejects all forms of sectarianism and racism.
Supporters of this cause are the victims of
sectarianism, not the perpetrators. Sectarianism has been foisted upon the Irish people by the British establishment and implemented by its armed forces and the paramilitary factions that claim loyalty to the
British state.
www.vsmrfb.cjb.net

inheritance the City of Liverpool takes
from Ireland and its people.
The James Larkin RFB is formally affiliated to Cairde Na hEireann. We support
the aim of the establishment of a democratic 32 county Irish socialist republic.
This is our fundemental political principle.
We believe that this is the only way to ensure genuine peace and justice in Ireland.
http://www.jlrfb.com/

Vol. Martin Doherty RFB

The band is named
after Vol Martin
"Doco" Doherty, an
I.R.A soldier from
the Finglas area of
Dublin, Martin Doherty died heroically
in the defense of others at the Widow Scallan's pub, Dublin, on
21st May 1994. His courage and quick
thinking during the attack undoubtedly
saved many lives. Doco had been a genuinely fearless Volunteer for over 13 years
with the Dublin Brigade and while he was
on active service in Britain. Despite serving six years in Portlaoise prison and being
excluded from Britain, Doco's love for the
people saw him rejoin the struggle on
Vol. Burns & Moley MFB Irish
each occasion to be active in anyway he
Crossmaglen, situated
could to achieve the goal of a United Ireapproximately a mile
land.
from the border in
www.vmdfb.cjb.net
South Armagh has long
had a tradition as a republican stronghold.
This is the website of
Around May time,
the re-formed Coat1995, a group of local republicans got tobridge republican
gether and decided to form a band in the
flute band (Scotland)
town, that would attend republican comthis band has recently
memorations such as the annual Easter
started to attend paCommemorations.
rade’s here in ScotSoon approaching ten years from the forland
and
can
boast
one
of the biggest bands
mation of the band, it consists of 25 memon
the
road
with
over
50
members - a tribbers taking part in all local commemoraute
in
itself
to
the
area
they
hail from. As a
tions throughout the South Armagh/North
band
that’s
only
been
going
in the region
Louth area as well as commemorations all
of
6
months,
it
has
many
old
RFB
stalwarts
over Ireland.
as
well
as
young
learners
in
its
ranks.
Muhttp://burnsmoleymfb.mysite.wanadoosically
the
CRFB
is
one
of
the
best
RFB’s.
members.co.uk/
http://www.crfb.net/index.htm

Coatbridge RFB

James Larkin RFB

Vol. Joe McDonnell RFB

Was formed in 1996
Fuair se bas ar son saoirse na hEireann
by members of the
The band was set up in
Liverpool Irish ComMay 2004 by dedimunity. We are a fife
cated Republican's
& drum marching
from Blanchardstown
band.
in Dublin and was
Our purpose is to pronamed after IRA
mote and celebrate Irish music, culture and
hungerstriker Vol. Joe
political pride and awareness on MerseyMcDonnell.
side. We are committed to renewing and
The objective of the band is to promote the
developing the unique social and cultural

establishment of a 32 county democratic
socialist republic in Ireland.
Membership of the band is open to all republican minded persons who share the
same aims and political viewpoint of the
band. However membership will be denied
if any individual is a member of british
crown forces ie. British police/army, Or
political groupings opposed to the establishment of a democratic socialist republic
free from British rule. The band recognises
Sinn Fein as the republican movement
therefore we support the Good Friday
Agreement. All band members are given a
set of rules when they join the band and
are expected to follow them to the best of
their ability .
http://joemcdonnellmfb.cjb.net/

Eire Núa RFB - Belfast
Having supported
and been involved
extensively in the
republican movement for over 20
years, you may well
know of, have seen
or heard of the Eire Núa Republican Flute
Band.
If not, then you can find out all about us
from this website and for those of you who
have, can keep up to date with all you need
to know about us.
Not only are you able to find out about our
roots, you can view images of parades we
have attended, mural from our area, buy
band or republican merchandise, listen to
tracks from the band's CDs or even drop us
a line via the guestbook.
www.enrfb.cjb.net

Vol. Kevin Lynch MFB
Since it's formation
the band has remained a constant
and a reliable source,
always at hand to
take part in Parade's
and functions, rallies which help to make
up the Republican movement. The band
has always impeccably represented the
area of Dungiven Co Derry.
Membership of the Kevin Lynch memorial
Flute Band, whether you can play an instrument or simply just a supporter, is open
to anyone as long as you share our purpose, aims and principles of the band and
its members. As Republicans, we oppose
all forms of Racism, Fascism and Sectarianism. in what ever shape or form it might
take.
http://www.network54.com/Realm/
kevinlynchmfb/kevinlynchmfb.htm
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Our History: The Manchester Martyrs
In the course of the history of the Struggle
there have been many Volunteers who
have given their lives on foreign soil to
advance the cause of Irish Republicanism.
With the recent anniversary of the execution of the 'noble hearted three' taking
place last month, TAL looks at the story of
the Manchester Martyrs.
In the early hours of the eleventh of September 1867,two men were arrested in
Manchester city centre. These men were
no ordinary men. Colonel Thomas Kelly
and Captain Timothy Deasy were prominent members of the Irish Republican
Brotherhood. In fact, as Col.Kelly had
been recently appointed Chief Executive of
the I.R.B., the arresting policemen informed the then British Prime Minister
Disraeli of the arrests. Kelly was seen by
the Brits as 'quite a capture’, and his incarceration they said would 'set back the
armed struggle in England’, and 'deal a
mighty blow to the Fenians'.
The IRB had other plans for their captured
comrades, and on the eighteenth September after only one week’s incarceration, the
I.R.B. carried out an operation to free both
Col. Kelly and Capt. Deasy.
As they were being taken from the courthouse in Manchester to the prison on Hyde
Road west Gorton in a horse- drawn armoured prison wagon escorted by a dozen
mounted policemen, a lone gunman
stepped onto the Road as the coach
passed through a railway arch, and called
the coach driver to halt.

Philip O'Meara Allen, Michael Larkin, Michael O'Brien- aka William Gould, Thomas McGuire, Edward Stone, and Captain
Edward O 'Meagher Condon.
Capt. Condon as an American citizen had
his sentence commuted to imprisonment.
McGuire was pardoned and discharged.
Stone’s sentence was commuted on the eve
of the day fixed for his execution. Although there was no conclusive proof at
their 'Trial' that either of them had killed
sergeant Brett, The Manchester Martyrs
Allen, Larkin and O'Brien were executed
by public hanging in New Bailey prison
Manchester, on 23rd November 1867 for
their part in the attack on the prison van,
and the escape of their Comrades.

Throughout the last century, the Memorial
has been subjected to vandalism and attacks, and in 1967-the Centenary of the
executions; a campaign was undertaken by
the Manchester Martyrs and Easter Week
Commemoration Committee to clean-up
and restore the Memorial.
The Connolly Association, despite obstructionist moves from Manchester City Council, went ahead and had another Memorial
erected in 1967 on the site of the old New
Bailey Prison-where the gallows had stood,
and where the Manchester Martyrs were
executed.

Despite the passage of time, and the torLater, another Fenian who had escaped ments of desecrators, vandals and the
after the attack on the prison van was to weather, the Memorial still stands proudly.
admit to the shooting, and the hangings A fitting, lasting enduring tribute to the
became a defining moment in the long sour three brave men who gave their all for the
history between Ireland and England. cause of Ireland. Remember them with
Later still, in 1898 on the anniversary of pride.
the 1798 United Irishmen Rebellion, variby Macilhatton.
ous monuments were
erected to the ManGOD SAVE IRELAND (MANCHESTER MARTYRS)
chester Martyrs in
Ireland, with one
(T. D. Sullivan)
erected the following
year in Moston R.C.
High upon the gallows tree swung the noble-hearted Three.
Cemetery in Manchester. Funds for the
By the vengeful tyrant stricken in their bloom;
Memorial came from
But they met him face to face, with the courage of their race,
Manchester's large
Irish Community,
And they went with souls undaunted to their doom.
and from people in
Ireland.
[chorus]

Col.Kelly and Captain Deasy were in separate compartments in the armoured wagon, The Manchester City
with an armed police guard sat at the back News of that time
reports of 'Vast
near the door.
crowds lining the
At the very same time, 30 volunteers streets’ both along
leaped over a wall, and proceeded to try the procession route
and smash open the doors at the back of and at the ceremony
the van with sledgehammers, crowbars, of the laying of the
hammers and iron bars. The doors would- foundation Stonen’t give, and one of the volunteers fired a which was brought
shot into the van through the keyhole, kill- from the Hill of Tara,
ing the armed policeman inside. The door and laid by James
was then opened from the inside, and as Stephens-a leader of
the twelve- strong police escort scattered, the Fenian MoveCol.Kelly and Captain Deasy made their ment at that time.
way to freedom assisted by their gallant James gave a speech,
comrades.
as did Ms Maude
In the follow up police operation 29 men Gonne. The Memowere arrested, none of these had fired the rial became a focal
shot which killed police Sergeant Brett. point for those who
Col.Kelly and Capt. Deasy were not were sympathetic to
among the arrested. As has been so often the cause of a United
the case, scapegoats were found and con- Ireland and each
victed on the flimsiest of evidence. Of the year, a political dem29,six were sentenced to the death penalty onstration was held
in the November of that year: William ending at the Memo22 tal

rial to Honour the memory of the three
executed men.

"God save Ireland ! " said the heroes; "God save Ireland" said they all.
Whether on the scaffold high Or the battlefield we die,
O, what matter when for Erin dear we fall ! "
Girt around with cruel foes, still their courage proudly rose,
For they thought of hearts that loved them for and near;
Of the millions true and brave o'er the ocean's swelling wave,
And the friends in holy Ireland ever dear.
Climbed they up the rugged stair, rang their voices out in prayer,
Then with England's fatal cord around them cast,
Close beside the gallows tree kissed like brothers lovingly,
True to home and faith and freedom to the last.
Never till the latest day shall the memory pass away,
Of the gallant lives thus given for our land;
But on the cause must go, amidst joy and weal and woe,
Till we make our Isle a nation free and grand.

MERCHANDISE
THE BEST REBEL MUSIC CD’s FROM TAL
£ 9.99 Shebeen - Do You Really Think It’s Over
£ 9.99……….. Paddy Rooney - Sealadaigh Abu
£ 9.99……... Celtic Freedom - Tiocfaidh Ár Lá
£ 9.99…….. Eire Og - Live at the Brazen Head
£10.99.....…………Gary Og - Songs of Rebellion
£10.99………………..Claymore - Patriot Games
£11.99…………………………. The H-Block CD
£11.99 ……………….. Music from the Blocks 2

TAL Flag Shop
Tricolour, 4 Province, Erin Go Bragh, Saltire,
Basque, Palestine, Red Che, St.Pauli Pirate

FLAGS cost £6.49 each

(cheques payable to CSC - prices include p&p)

ALL CD & BOOK PRICES INCLUDE POST & PACKAGING
TAL Price - £7.99
TAL Price - £6.99
Tirghrá - Roll of Honour Gangsters or Guerrillas

GERRY ADAMS
TAL Price - £9.99

JOE CAHILL
TAL Price - £9.99

TAL Price - £6.99
Unfinished Business

TAL Price - £4.49
Wolfe Tone

TAL Price - £6.99
Further Afield

TAL Price - £6.99
Siege of Garvaghy

SINN FEIN
TAL Price - £9.99

JUSTICE & TRUTH MATXINADA - Basque Robert Emmet
TAL Price - £11.99
TAL Price - £8.99
TAL Price - £4.49

TAL BOOKS, BM BOX 266, LONDON, WC1N 3XX

Beating The Bigots

There’s Only One

Neil Lennon
www.talfanzine.com

